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Chapter 1 : My Book Boyfriend: Reckless (Thoughtless #3) by S.C. Stephens
S.C. Stephens is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author who enjoys spending every free moment she
has creating stories that are packed with emotion and heavy on romance. Her debut novel, Thoughtless, an angst-filled
love triangle charged with insurmountable passion and the unforgettable Kellan Kyle, took the literary world by storm.

Book Review â€” Thoughtless by S. Another one that had me clutching my heart like Travis did. Some of you
guys are trying to kill meâ€¦ and I loved every sleepless moment of it. What a completely absorbing rock star
recommendation you had for me, this time. It usually takes me a day or two to come down from a book, so I
can review it properly. But this one has me all twisted inside, and I need to deal with it now. And you know
what? The only way to do that, without guilt, is to get this one off my chest now. I mean sleep deprivation.
And I have to get up in the morning for work. He raised an eyebrow at me. Somehow, in my sleep deprived
world, I quit making sense. Maybe even put her in the corner for a time-out. She sure needed it, at that point in
the book. And it only got worse and so darn good from there. Where to start with this book? They both took
me on an emotional roller coaster with no safety harness! To go with him, she is required to transfer to a new
college, and find funding for school, but would do anything to follow him anywhere. I want to be where you
are. He stopped my breath. It was nearly two weeks later, on a Friday evening at work, when something
unexpectedly did changeâ€¦ â€¦ Denny is asked by the company to go to another state for a few months, to
work on an important project. They can get through this. So there she is, living so far away from her family, in
a brand new school, trying to find a job, roommates with a stranger. Without hesitation, he pulled me to him in
a tight embrace. He lightly rubbed my back and rested his cheek on my head. It was very comforting but I
sobbed anyway, while the people around us stared. He ignored the stared and questioning looks he did have a
reputation after all and held me until my tears stopped, all without comment or complaint. From three times a
day, to once a day, to missing days, to not returning her calls as quickly, to cutting their once sweet and long
conversations, short. The next afternoon, Denny finally called me after a two day absence. I ached to actually
see him, hold him. The conversation was brief, he seemed distracted â€” like the call was an obligation, and
not something he really wanted to be doing. And thenâ€¦ to not calling her for almost 4 days. One that
devastates her. And the only one there to pick up her pieces is Kellen. I have never seen you this tied up over a
book for real you are knotted up and twisty Maryse: You are so squeeing Maryse: Not a bad-bone in her body.
But, situations arise and her selfish, self-centered, possessive, unfair side comes out. I called her a few bad
words. One was really bad. I was uncomfortable feeling for her. Feeling her pent-up frustration, her confusion,
the intensity of her love, her pain, because at times, it made me connect to her and I found myself sometimes
making excuses for her behavior. I just did it again! I made an excuse for some of that inexcusable behavior.
The betrayal by a few of the characters feels almost unforgivable. Incredibly detailed, incredibly emotional,
incredibly long, but SO worth it. Love, game playing, and heartache. I felt it all. Especially those emotional
gut-punches. I held him tight and rubbed his back. He may not want to hear it, but I needed to say it. He
exhaled softly and nodded in my shoulder, clutching me tighter. Read it and weep!! Orâ€¦ maybe I should just
get some sleep first?
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thoughtless Download thoughtless or read online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download or
Read Online button to get thoughtless book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in the widget to get ebook
that you want.

Kobo The only place Kellan Kyle has ever felt at home is onstage. Gripping his guitar in a darkened bar, he
can forget his painful past. These days his life revolves around three things: Until one woman changes
everythingâ€¦ Kiera is the kind of girl Kellan has no business wanting-smart, sweet, and dating his best friend.
Stephens, Kiera told her story. The cover for this highly anticipated story is finally here! When they head off
to a new city to start their lives together, Denny at his dream job and Kiera at a top-notch university,
everything seems perfect. Then an unforeseen obligation forces the happy couple apart. Feeling lonely,
confused, and in need of comfort, Kiera turns to an unexpected sourceâ€”a local rock star named Kellan Kyle.
And then one night everything changesâ€¦and none of them will ever be the same. She was determined to
never again inflict that kind of pain on anyone, especially the soulful, talented man who held her heart. Love is
easy; trust is hard. Reckless Thoughtless, 3 Can love survive when life gets Reckless? When the band hits it
big, Kiera and Kellan must ask themselves: Can their love for each other survive the constant pressures of
superstardom? A greedy executive hell-bent on success, a declining pop star looking for an edge, and a media
circus that twists lies into truths are just some of the obstacles the lovers will have to overcome if they are
going to remain together. Fame comes with a price-but will it cost Kiera and Kellan everything? Stephens is a
1 bestselling author who spends her every free moment creating stories that are packed with emotion and
heavy on romance. In addition to writing, she enjoys spending lazy afternoons in the sun reading, listening to
music, watching movies, and spending time with her friends and family. She and her 2 children reside in the
Pacific Northwest.
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Book "Thoughtless" (S.C. Stephens) ready for read and download! For almost two years now, Kiera's boyfriend, Denny,
has been everything she's ever wanted: loving.

Parts of this book were enjoyable for me, while many others were "I want to choke a bitch right now"
moments. Thoughtless has been compared to Beautiful Disaster, and I can see where the comparisons are
coming from. Both books are high on the back-and-forth drama. Both books have a male lead who is a ladykiller, able to bag any woman he wants, and often does. Both books feature Is it possible to have a hesitant
relationship with a love or hate book? Both books feature a female lead in college, and have a roommates
falling-for-each-other scenario. Go on this bitch-fest with me, please. I need to rant to you strangers out in the
Goodreads universe. The couple in Thoughtless was a 1 step forward, 15 steps back, type of deal. This woman
has two incredible guys willing to do whatever she wants, and instead of picking one to settle down with, she
strings them both along selfishly, deciding that she can take her time to make a decision and pick one person
to be with. After all, cheating is the cool thing to do, right? If Kiera had figured out her shit earlier in the
game, I would have enthusiastically given this book at least 3 stars. That said, this girl should have put on her
big girl pants and figured out what to do after it happened once, twice, etc. She ran out of excuses pretty early
on, and I never warmed up to her because of it. Will I read the next book in the series? I do love me some
drama, after all. I wish it had been nipped in the bud earlier on, but a little bit of drama is always fun, up to a
point. He was pretty upfront about who he was. Was he a bit too much of stereotypical caveman-type male?
But hey, I like my guilty pleasure men. On a completely unrelated note - part of me really wants to rename
this book to Chuckles and the Blushing Crybaby. It did actually have one extremely funny scene one of the
only scenes to ever make me actually laugh out loud. I did end up liking where book 2 went, so my thoughts
are not all negative.
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Author: S C Stephens Emma has admittedly made some bad decisions in her life, but she was positive that being with
Teren Adams wasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t one of them. He was everything sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d ever wanted in a man Ã¢â‚¬" kind, caring,
loyal, loving, and on occasion, a hopeless romantic.

Can love survive when life gets Reckless? When the band hits it big, Kiera and Kellan must ask themselves:
Can their love for each other survive the constant pressures of superstardom? A greedy executive hell-bent on
success, a declining pop star looking for an edge, and a media circus that twists lies into truths are just some of
the obstacles the lovers will have to overcome if they are going to remain together. Fame comes with a
price-but will it cost Kiera and Kellan everything? I think partly due to the audio version, partly because I
thought it was way too long, and partly because of Kiera. This may get a tiny bit spoilery so I can explain.
Although I could understand her reasons for wanting to remain out of the spotlight, I thought that was a bit
naive of her and selfish. It was all about her. And in the end, it came out anyway. So, I thought that was a bit
unrealistic or a character flaw. I think they should have come clean sooner. Then, there were so many
unnecessary parts. Clearly if they fixed above, a lot could have been cut out and focus placed on other things.
And honestly, it still bugs me about Denny. Maybe, but it showed what a wonderful guy he was. Really, after
everything, Kiera has sympathy for her. I guess overall, it was a little too feel good and less realistic. I must
admit it was nice that everything tied up in a bow, but I was left missing something. Not sure what it was. I
thought the most real parts were with Griffin. Audio Review Revekkah Ross did an okay job. I really loved
her accents for Denny and his girl. However, I think that part of the reason I found this book loonnnngggg was
due to the narration. Anyway, my book boyfriend Kellen.
Chapter 5 : Official Website of Author SC Stephens
Thoughtless Series 4 primary works â€¢ 5 total works In this powerful and emotional love story, a young woman in a
new city finds herself torn between her handsome, reliable boyfriend and a sexy local rock star.

Chapter 6 : Thoughtless (Audiobook) by S. C. Stephens | www.nxgvision.com
S.C. Stephens is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the romantic trilogy Thoughtless, Effortless, and
Reckless. All three titles are available from Gallery Books. All three titles are available from Gallery Books.

Chapter 7 : picture frames in an afternoon | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
#effortless #Thoughtless #SCstephens #thoughtlessseries #Kiera #denny #kieradenny #dennykiera #kellan #kellankyle
#kierakellan #kellankiera #bookreview #booklover #bookclub #booklovers #bookreader.

Chapter 8 : Listen to Audiobooks written by S.C. Stephens | www.nxgvision.com
Gut-wrenching. This book MAKES you feel--there is no way to avoid all the immense emotions brought out in the writing
and the character development and the e.

Chapter 9 : Thoughtless: S.C. Stephens: www.nxgvision.com: Books
Reckless by SC Stephens (Book Trailer) reckless by sc stephens free epub reckless by s&c stephens tuebl Reckless
(Thoughtless): S.C. Stephens: reckless by s&c stephens Reckless (Thoughtless S.C. Stephens enjoys spending every
free moment she has creating stories I had an ARC of Reckless in my possession on February 1 and did.
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